Wf-8735 wiring diagram

Green wire ground black wire hot white wire neutral. I must have missed the battery connection
to the converter. Wf wiring diagram. Installationoperator manual for use with wfco ultra iii power
center model wf p and wf p distributed in the usa. Wf and wf wiring diagram Read online or
download pdf page 6 6 wfco wf p user manual wfco power suppliers. The cooling fan for the wf
operates only when needed and ensures quiet operation. For proper wire sizes and torque
requirements refer to the label on the door assembly. What i am looking for is a basic wiring
diagram and details that show how they are ge. And canada by cheng usa inc. Wf and wf wiring
diagram. Cd m 6 wf manualcdr. Wf wiring diagram along with wf wiring diagram moreover wfco
wf p wiring diagram also with light switch wiring diagram along with basic electrical wiring
diagrams also with residential electrical wiring diagrams together with wiring diagram symbols
including simple wiring diagrams together with. Black wire hot ac neutral terminal bar green
wire ground white wire neutral available for a branch circuit reverse battery protection fuse from
converter. Wfco wfp wiring discussion in wiring started by kennyk sep 1 Ac neutral terminal bar.
Anyone have a wiring diagram that can be shared with me. Main breaker chassis ground 30a.
Today we are delighted to announce we have discovered an awfullyinteresting contentto be
reviewed that is wfco wiring diagram many people searching for information about and of
course one of them is you is not it. For proper wire sizes and torque requirements refer to the
label on the. I took pictures of everything before i undid the answered by a verified rv mechanic.
Below is a excellent photo for wf wiring diagram. R1 f4 shore power. Wf wiring diagram feb 03
many thanks for stopping by here. Front cooled fan installation does not create additional
installation space requirements. We have been searching for this picture via on line and it
originate from trustworthy resource. Wfco wf p wiring diagram here you are at our site
articleabove wfco wiring diagram published by admin. Wf and wf wiring diagram converter
operation modes all wfco power converters are automatic three stage switching. Notype
manufacturer fp 01 or fp 01b wfco tm tm converter operation modes wf and wf wiring diagram
available for a branch circuit main breaker r1 f1 led1 r1 chassis ground f2 led2 r1 f3 led3 I have a
wfco p power center that will replace the old converter. Cd M 6 Wf Manual Cdr. Rv Converter
Upgrade Youtube. Wf Wfcoelectronics Com. Post a Comment. Travel All Wiring Diagram Wiring
Diagram Specialties Every model is designed to comply fcc class b which means that the
converters do not cause interference with televisions radios or other signals. Sep 1 2. Led4 r1
ground hot neutral f5 led5 r1 f6 led6 from converter. Sep 1 1. Installed this converter matching
wirewire. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About
Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. It was discovered by the wife when she had no lights so I
just plugged it in, thinking that the battery had discharged. A few days later I went out and
flipped on a light and still nothing! I lifted the cables from the battery and it was indeed
discharged but with both leads lifted and the V supplied to the converter there is still no 12V.
The converter is from World Friendship Co. This model has the v circuit breakers on the same
panel face and is the WFP. In doing some testing I discovered that if I cycle the circuit breaker
for the converter off, then on it will have 12v long enough to cause the interior lights to flash on,
not when you first turn the breaker on, but for a couple of seconds when you turn it off! I am
wondering if anyone here has any experience working on one of these and if they know where I
might find a schematic for one? I have some suspicions about what may be happening, but at
this point they are only guesses. Thanks, John. I didn't have it but in looking at the testing, the
picture of the fuse board isn't the same as I have so I'm going to have to figure out a few things,
but it can't hurt. Looks like that one came from and mine is so that may be the reason. I'll let you
know if it helps any as I did save it just in case. Still looking for a tech manual as well. In doing
some more searching on the internet, I found this troubleshooting guide, but it sure doesn't tell
a person much! The page seems to be pointed at dealer techs and has several others, for what
they are worth. You're welcome I bet you will figure her out and hopefully its fixable. I even took
a course in Vacuum Tubes is how long its been since I was at Purdue lol. I'm not going to insult
you with the "minutiae" I'm quite sure you've already checked You've been around the block a
few times. To note If you're not getting readings on the outputs you'll need to test the center
taps. I would call myself lucky on the WFCO The other route would be a drop in control module
replacement. Were all havin fun spending Kirks money yayyyyyyyyy lol Id guess he would have
far more fun PLUS save the money if he fixes it himself. The catch is that the link lists direct
replacements for the WFCO series and mine is an series. It doesn't look to be a direct
replacement. I did send them an inquiry to see if there is something for what I have now. Take a
look at a progressive dynamics series conver. They have worked good for replacements and
only seen maybe two go bad in my time as a rv tech. Now if you have time to fiddle with your
unit it would be interesting as to what really is bad with it. I like my current charging algorithm
for flooded lead acid which Bulk charges at When my inverter failed, it burned up my converter.

The invert was taken in for repair u dear warranty. I was going to replace the converter but
realized that it had been turned off for several years as the inverter charged my batteries. I
decided not to replace it and just let the inverter continue to charge them. Their "equalization"
cycle is more of a "mini" version and not to be confused with a traditional equalization. Under
normal use, like John's, you may not always have a low enough SOC to trigger a bulk charge for
any meaningul amount of time. The PD throws itself into a "mini" equalization of The theory with
a bank under storage is that the regular "stir" will keep stagnant plates more active. That,
however, doesn't replace a traditional equalization that should be done, and monitored,
manually I certainly see the benefits of a mini equalization, under certain usage habits. No idea
what impact it might have on water levels I'm a bit of a control freak when it comes to my
battery bank though and don't particularly like the idea of my charger doing anything it hasn't
been told to do and "when" it's told to do it. Doesn't stop me from recommending PD and their
charge wizard as a very viable and low cost alternative, though. Good company, good reliable
products and money well spent in that class of converter. You guys really want to upgrade our
little travel trailer! At only 20' long and seasonal use it really doesn't have any use for 60a of
12V-dc power and it only has one battery that has served us pretty well up to now as we rarely
dry camp and have a generator if we should. The cheapie 25a converter was plenty of power,
but I really don't want another WFCO, if it comes to that which I'm thinking that it will. At the
same time, my WFCO is also the v-ac distribution panel combined in one unit and space is a
consideration. I may get stuck doing a lot more in the project that was my original intention.
Kirk, getting down to brass tacks, your options are limited to stay within those parameters. The
"might" work. The bevel is large enough to cover any filler strips though. The depth might be
the concern. It "may" just be that you stay with the devil you know. A control board is actually
more expensive then just replacing the entire PC. If you've ruled out your incoming, internal
outgoing, fuse sockets, and sockets to lugs There's not much to pick from at 25 amps. If it
physically fits in your available space, Boondocker has a 4-stage amp converter that should
work well for you. I installed a Boondocker to replace the failed converter in our coach a couple
of years ago, and have been well pleased with the performance. Same issue as a PD series
though. A stand-alone unit he would have to find someplace other than his PC to shtick it. That
was a typo. It should have said 35a. At least mine wasn't that cheap! Yep, I agree on the name,
Yarome! I think Kirk is inventive enough to figure out how to fit one in though. Perhaps with
some mods to the original housing to retain the fuse panel, etc. Better yet! The 35 amp
Boondocker would be right at home then No doubt in my mind about that. Just depends on if he
"wants" to devote any additional space to a stand-alone vs. Not the best, but sounds like the
WFCO hasn't slowed his roll. Quick, easy and cheap can be attractive when your needs are
modest. Progressive Dynamics Smaller and less expensive than the higher current models.
What would be funny is if he comes back and says, "never mind! Lug mount was loose. Touch
of solder. I'm good! You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. By NamMedevac 70 Started 3 hours
ago. By Tim and Peggy Started 7 hours ago. By George the greek Started 15 hours ago. RV
converter problem. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended
Posts. Kirk W Posted December 30, Posted December 30, Link to post Share on other sites.
Posted December 30, edited. Good evening Kirk, do you have this publication already??? Kirk
W Posted December 31, Posted December 31, edited. Edited December 31, by Kirk Wood.
Posted December 31, Lou Schneider Posted December 31, Yarome Posted December 31,
Wrknrvr Posted December 31, Just pic the amperage size you need. Maybe for a 60 amp unit.
Safe Travels,. Ronbo Posted December 31, Fun project, though. Edited January 1, by Yarome.
Wrknrvr Posted January 1, Posted January 1, Maybe a model may suit your needs better Kirk.
Stay Safe. Yarome Posted January 1, Kirk W Posted January 1, A stand alone battery charger
would work. Posted January 1, edited. Kirk is inventive enough to figure out how to fit one in
though. True enough, Yarome. It'll be interesting to see what direction Kirk takes for a fix. Lou
Schneider Posted January 1, What make are you thinking of? I have some time since we aren't
in the RV at the moment. Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to
this topic Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Fry's Electronics shutting down all 30 stores in 9
states. Trickle charger. Mackinaw Bridge with T T. Sign In Sign Up. Wfco Wiring Diagram â€”
wiring diagram is a simplified within acceptable limits pictorial representation of an electrical
circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal
links amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives suggestion virtually the relative
slope and deal of devices and terminals upon the devices, to support in building or servicing
the device. A pictorial diagram would comport yourself more detail of the mammal appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections higher

than mammal appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to
create sure that all the links have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring
diagrams fake the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
surviving electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use satisfactory symbols for wiring devices, usually alternative from those used on
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not single-handedly feign where something is to be
installed, but in addition to what type of device is visceral installed. For example, a surface
ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling open has a rotate symbol,
and a surface fluorescent well-ventilated has out of the ordinary symbol. Each type of switch
has a oscillate tale and appropriately reach the various outlets. There are symbols that comport
yourself the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring
diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to implement relationship of the
house to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as a consequence add
together panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special
services such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or new special services. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Speakon Wiring
Diagram Wiring Diagram views. Msd 6btm Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram 66 views. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can
opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! We were aIso told that since the DC power out of the power center was
There was no cost to me as everything was repaired under warranty. As an engineer, I have this
driving compulsion to see how something works or why it broke down. So, I called WFCO
manufacturer and talked to the production engineer giving him the following information;. The
engineer stated that I had a failure in the three stage switching power supply and both battery
and power center needed replace. He also stated the three stage power center is designed with
three modes of charging Absorption, Bulk and Float and can be energized all the time with
battery connected as long as the battery is checked and watered if needed every weeks. This is
where the problem arises, I know electronic devices fail, especially new ones when put under a
load. The manufacture assures me this is not typical but occasionally does happen. On the
other hand I have no less than 3 technicians at the dealer telling me never to leave the shore
power energized if a battery is connected for an extended time. It is hard to dispute the
information from the technicians as they work on these systems everyday. Has anyone
experienced this problem? Not knowing who to believe, I installed a battery switch since the
voltage drop in a lead acid battery is about 2 volts in a 6 month period when not being used or
charged. Thanks for all the comments. Since I was in the process of installing an internal surge
protector, I also installed a multi battery switch and a circuit to support the Batter Minder. My
next project will be designing a solar array using 2 semi-flexible bendable watt panels for use in
the Southwest. Discussions Activity Best Of Howdy, Stranger! Sign In Register. Nomad Member
Posts: 7, November My converter went bad - differently than yours - so they do fail. I guess
instead of hooking into the shore power outlet while stored, I'd just use a battery tender hooked
into household current directly to the battery bypassing the converter. I have not heard of this
problem. Have you tested your power source, too? Tabster Member Posts: I've had my CS
plugged in continuously for 9 months, with the exception of a few weekend camping trips. No
problems at all. I keep my fridge on so i don't have to bring butter etc into the house - or
remember to pack it. ChanW Member Posts: 2, November edited November Ours is always
plugged into shore power whenever we're not camping. I've kept track of the battery water level,
and had to add a few tablespoons once, in two plus years. A good three stage charger is
designed to be connected all the time. I'd go with the manufacturer's knowledge of their
product. And I'd question why the techs are giving you wrong information That's a good

warning for us all, though. Kind of scary. I wonder how often these Converters fail that way.
Librarydragon Member Posts: We had a similar experience. We arrived home after picking up
the tab. No battery power and the fuse blown. We replaced the fuse and plugged it into shore
power. Many hours later we smelled something like hot tar. The battery case was very hot. A
couple of days later the dealer replaced the battery and checked all of the electrical. They said
there had been problems with a shipment of batteries. We have not had any problems since
then. We don't keep it continuously on shore power because of the lack of power close to the
tab. Bottom line, a shorted cell in the battery could produce the same result. I've contacted the
factory in the past regarding this question and they said that although the manufacturer does
state that you can keep these units plugged in full time, they recommend that you use
discretion and to do so in smaller increments of a week or so to help preserve the unit and to
keep the battery charged up. I tend to agree and believe that heat has an impact on any
electrical component as it does on batteries. I would agree with the engineer too. If a charge
stage is defective or fails in the electric converter it could easily overheat a battery and boil the
water out of it, so it's imperative that batteries be maintained, water levels checked and refilled
with distilled water as needed if a battery isn't sealed and can be maintained. So, this says that
if I am camped with shore power for 5 or 6 months, I can not keep my trailer hooked to power?
I'm not much of a gambler, but my reasoning says Like any electronic device, it can fail, and this
unit could cause catastrophic damage if the failure isn't caught when it happens. The way I
figure it, that device-failure could happen anytime - when the device is continuously plugged in,
or when you only plug it in now and then. The main thing is to know when it happens, ie 'keep
an eye on things'. My personal approach is to keep it plugged in. Six of one, half dozen of
another. But I tend to lose when I gamble, so take it for what it's worth November edited July
KyBawpaw Member Posts: I'm not an electrician but I have more than novice knowledge and I
own a good multimeter and battery hydrometer. Like to know it's doing its job properly.
December edited December If I were checking it I would probably test as follows: 1. Plug the
trailer into shore power and repeat the above process. Unhook trailer from shore power and
unhook the battery. The voltage output should be around That should give you a pretty good
idea whether the WFCO is working properly and providing a good charge to your battery or not.
December I'll give that a try. Brettster Member Posts: June edited June Changed fuse and
checked converter breakers. System OK on shore power. What's next? June There are two
fuses you can check for the battery. One is in the breaker box, and one is inline on the wire
connected to the positive battery terminal. Sign In or Register to comment. Powered by Vanilla.
Your browser's Javascript functionality is turned off. Please turn it on so that you can
experience the full capabilities of this site. Not A Member - Join Now. Great new deals every
week and watch our on demand videos and live stream here! Shop RVs Shop Gear. See details.
Search for products, SKUs, categories You are shopping Find a Store. Back to Main Menu. Back
to Shop by Category. Inside RV. Back to Inside RV. RV Furniture. RV Appliances. Window
Treatments. Home Decor. Indoor Lighting. Indoor Electrical. Floor Coverings. Outside RV. Back
to Outside RV. Outdoor Electrical. Power Protection. Outdoor Lighting. RV Maintenance. Back to
RV Maintenance. Fresh Water. Shop RVs. Back to Shop RVs. Back to Covers. RV Covers. Back
to Electronics. Automotive Accessories. Back to Generators. Outdoor Camping. Back to
Outdoor Camping. Camp Kitchen. Camp Tools. Emergency Preparedness. Trailer Towing.
Vehicle Towing. Men's Apparel. Men's Footwear. Men's Accessories. Women's Apparel.
Women's Footwear. Women's Accessories. Kids' Apparel. Kids' Footwear. Kids' Accessories.
Back to Fishing. Terminal Tackle. Ice Fishing. Marine Electrical. Marine Safety. Marine Trailering.
Back to Hunting. Game Calls. After the Shot. Generator Covers Shop All. Item No. Ship to Home
- In Stock. Free Pickup at Select Stores. Special Offers Promotions. Additional Information. The
three-stage battery charging results in longer battery life and is completely automatic. Nominal
voltage output modes are a Short-circuit and reverse polarity protection provide further
reliability and peace of mind. The cooling fan for the WF operates only when needed and
ensures quiet operation. Front-cooled fan installation does not create additional space
requirements. Amperage Rated 5 out of 5 by Sheliabee from Just like the original. Works like
original one. I bought a used camper and this part needed replaced. The new one works like it
should. My lights are brighter inside now too. Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by Travis from It
works The unit was easy to install and works great. The only disappointment is that this unit
does not have the lights to let you know if a fuse has blown. Rated 5 out of 5 by RobM from
Great price. Had to replace a converter that was burned out during solar install. Great price and
works great. Rated 5 out of 5 by lucas from power fast delivery. Rated 5 out of 5 by Chris from
Great product. Works as advertised!. Easy to install. Rated 5 out of 5 by Jeremy from WF Easy
to install and fan is reasonably quiet. I recommend this item. I want to buy a power center. The
closest Camping World store that stocks it is about miles away. If I buy it, will the Camping

World store that is about 4 miles from me stand for returns and warranties? That is something
that I would recommend reaching out to your local store about directly. Answered by: CW
Steven. Will the come with breakers or are they sold seperate? Breakers are not included, they
will have to be obtained separately. Can you use this on lithium batteries. Customer reviews.
Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with
JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on May
23, It worked! We have a travel trailer that is just over 5 years old, and the fan in the converter
would NOT stop running at full speed. It didn't matter if we were plugged into power, or just on a
battery. We took it to the dealership and they claimed nothing was wrong. My husband and I
disagreed. So we decided to shop around. The price on this was unbeatable for sure! We
ordered it right away. My husband is a fairly tech savy handyman, so we were confident he
would be able to do something with this. The box arrived, and even thought all the wires looked
intimidating, he said the instructions were clear, and as long as he took it slow, he would be
able to disconnect the old one and reconnect this one. So one wire at a time, he got to it. It took
him just over 1 hour to unhook the old one and hook this one up. The fan on the new converter
only came on when it needed to, and the variable speed of it worked! When all the lights were
off at night, the fan stopped running, just like it was supposed to do! I know replacing a
converter seems intimidating, but it's not as bad as you think! Just make sure to disconnect all
power sources before you start, take your time, and you can do it! Top critical review. Reviewed
in the United States on September 27, I just purchased a five year old camper and had it in the
yard connected to the house. In the process of replacing the Deep Cycle 12v Battery, a tree
came down somewhere and both the camper and the house went out of power. I checked the
fuses and noticed all was OK. Just no 12v on the system. So we decided to replace it. I
investigated options such as improving or upgrading and should have done more in that area. I
finally decided to just get the same thing, to simplify the process. Installation was pretty
straightforward and we are satisfied with the product. The replacement took two hours and if
you are doing this for the first time you will need the breakers, spare fuses, wire caps, electrical
tape. Watch the thickness of the wires and Amps on the Ac side. The box is very tight, with little
room for moving the wires into the right areas. As an Amateur Radio Operator I will say this â€”
if you are doing any radio work or like to listen to AM radio do not purchase this unit. But for the
average guy it works. For small campers this is a good choice and has enough ACC wires and
fuses to distribute to all things in the camper. If you are interested in this I removed all the old
DC lamps and replaced them for brighter white LED bulb kits that can be left on, with little draw
on the battery. If I ever have to do this again - I would not buy the WFCO, but seriously check
out a shielded unit with some conditioner indicator feedback. Keep in mind you should replace
your battery every couple of years. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All
reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star
only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews
only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
From the United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading
comments right now. I would have given this 5 stars except for the deficiency of the manual,
that does not repeat the electrical schematic on the front panel. So I take off the front panel to
install it, and never see that schematic. I do look through the manual and found nothing. So I
just had to experiment with what was what the connections for "battery" and "slide out" are
confusing on the fuse panel. In fact, even the cover schematic is not as good as the one I have
added from a third source. But I do particularly like the led light that comes on when a particular
fuse is blown. By Clyde on July 21, Images in this review. This converter was perfect for my ice
fishing wheel house project. The provided instruction manual included a wiring diagram that
was pretty vague. Someone else here in the review section posted a photo of a better diagram
that I highly recommend. Basically, from the back of the unit there are 7 wires; red goes to
battery positive terminal, white ground goes to a negative busbar not included , and the other 5
colors wire connect to the positive end of the DC loads. All negative ends from the DC loads
connect to the same negative busbar as the white ground wire. Then, from the negative busbar
you need to run a 6 AWG jumper wire to the battery negative - terminal. The put the correct
fuses into the 12V panel for each circuit. I did all of this and still had no power to converter.
Thought I had a busted panel. What I read from another Amazon comment was that fuse slot 6,
which is the red wires slot, needs a 30 amp fuse plugged into it, it cannot be left empty. By
adding the fuse everything started to work! So simple and I have no idea why manual didn't say
to do this. That fixed it and works great now. This is my second unit in two months. I cannot get

any 12 volt power out of this unit. I am no electrician, but my son and son-in-law are. So, I am
vey sure we have wired it correctly. I was trying to save a few bucks, but this is not worth it. I am
amending my review. The company I bought this from connected me to the manufacturer and I
was able to talk with someone in customer service. The tech quickly solved the problem. All I
needed was a 30 amp fuse in the battery circuit. I believe they have left out a crucial piece of
information. That info is: you need to install a 30 amp fuse in the 6 circuit to run anything off the
battery. One sentence; that's it. I am very happy with the service and the care from both
Johnson Surplus, the seller, and the manufacturer;. A lot of fuse slots! I installed this in my
conversion on my living quarter horse trailer and installation was very straight forward! The
breakers were easily available at Home Depot for a main breaker and the extra breakers. The
fuses were easily found in the electrical department at Home Depot as well! The fan is hardly
noticeable when it is on, but a slight hum does come from it. By Brandon on February 28, Got
this as a replacement for my centurion in my Coleman popup. Works great and super quiet. Its
actually very easy to install. The directions are junk but if you pay attention to what your currant
DC fuse arrangement is you will be fine. Each DC circuit can be determined by the fuse you
choose to put in it except for red. Say the old wire you tie to is pink and on a 15A fuse. Then tie
a DC circuit of your choosing to it and fuse that in the new panel with a 15A fuse. For the AC
side this is wired the same as any sub-panel. Neutrals and grounds are separated on different
bars. Hot wire backfeeds a main breaker of your choice in the first slot. Nothing you can't find
on YouTube. It is plastic so dont be too rough with it but all in all a great product at a great
price. Apparently, my last one was failing for quite a while. I thought it was normal for the unit to
turn on and off when I had more than a couple of lights on. It finally failed completely and the
new unit worked great, even with all my lights on. Since the AC breakers are part of the unit, it
took quite a while to replace. I took pictures of each wire as I undid it, just so I'd be sure to put it
back together correctly. I was told by multiple RV dealerships that these units are junk. That
may be true, but it's how my trailer was wired, so it made sense to replace it with the same one.
Amazon had the best price and it arrived in just a few days. If you're not comfortable wiring
household current, I'd leave it to a dealer. Or my fridge stays plugged in all the time. I did have
an electrician hook it up which looked like a breeze to him. One person found this helpful. Get
fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Designed for smaller RVs such as camping trailers, the WF is the smallest and lightest
power center in the industry in models from 12 Amp to 40 Amp DC output. These advanced
units help save space for other important features in the RV. With 40 years of power equipment
experience we know what you need. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any
reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How
to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 1 hr and 22 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30
days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Arterra Progressive Dynamics Next page. More items to explore.

Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? More to consider from our
brands. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. It worked! We have
a travel trailer that is just over 5 years old, and the fan in the converter would NOT stop running
at full speed. It didn't matter if we were plugged into power, or just on a battery. We took it to the
dealership and they claimed nothing was wrong. My husband and I disagreed. So we decided to
shop around. The price on this was unbeatable for sure! We ordered it right away. My husband
is a fairly tech savy handyman, so we were confident he would be able to do something with
this. The box arrived, and even thought all the wires looked intimidating, he said the
instructions were clear, and as long as he took it slow, he would be able to disconnect the old
one and reconnect this one. So one wire at a time, he got to it. It took him just over 1 hour to
unhook the old one and hook this one up. The fan on the new converter only came on when it
needed to, and the variable speed of it worked! When all the lights were off at night, the fan
stopped running, just like it was supposed to do! I know replacing a converter seems
intimidating, but it's not as bad as you think! Just make sure to disconnect all power sources
before you start, take your time, and you can do it! I would have given this 5 stars except for the
deficiency of the manual, that does not repeat the electrical schematic on the front panel. So I
take off the front panel to install it, and never see that schematic. I do look through the manual
and found nothing. So I just had to experiment with what was what the connections for "battery"
and "slide out" are confusing on the fuse panel. In fact, even the cover schematic is not as good
as the one I have added from a third source. But I do particularly like the led light that comes on
when a particular fuse is blown. By Clyde on July 21, Images in this review. I just purchased a
five year old camper and had it in the yard connected to the house. In the process of replacing
the Deep Cycle 12v Battery, a tree came down somewhere and both the camper and the house
went out of power. I checked the fuses and noticed all was OK. Just no 12v on the system. So
we decided to replace it. I investigated options such as improving or upgrading and should
have done more in that area. I finally decided to just get the same thing, to simplify the process.
Installation was pretty straightforward and we are satisfied with the product. The replacement
took two hours and if you are doing this for the first time you will need the breakers, spare
fuses, wire caps, electrical tape. Watch the thickness of the wires and Amps on the Ac side. The
box is very tight, with little room for moving the wires into the right areas. But for the average
guy it works. For small campers this is a good choice and has enough ACC wires and fuses to
distribute to all things in the camper. If you are interested in this I removed all the old DC lamps
and replaced them for brighter white LED bulb kits that can be left on, with little draw on the
battery. If I ever have to do this again - I would not buy the WFCO, but seriously check out a
shielded unit with some conditioner indicator feedback. Keep in mind you should replace your
battery every couple of years. This converter was perfect for my ice fishing wheel house project.
The provided instruction manual included a wiring diagram that was pretty vague. Someone
else here in the review section posted a photo of a better diagram that I highly recommend.
Basically, from the back of the unit there are 7 wires; red goes to battery positive terminal, white
ground goes to a negative busbar not included , and the other 5 colors wire connect to the
positive end of the DC loads. All negative ends from the DC loads connect to the same negative
busbar as the white ground wire. Then, from the negative busbar you need to run a 6 AWG
jumper wire to the battery negative - terminal. The put the correct fuses into the 12V panel for
each circuit. I did all of this and still had no power to converter. Thought I had a busted panel.
What I read from another Amazon comment was that fuse slot 6, which is the red wires slot,
needs a 30 amp fuse plugged into it, it cannot be left empty. By adding the fuse everything
started to work! So simple and I have no idea why manual didn't say to do this. That fixed it and
works great now. This is my second unit in two months. I cannot get any 12 volt power out of
this unit. I am no electrician, but my son and son-in-law are. So, I am vey sure we have wired it
correctly. I was trying to save a few bucks, but this is not worth it. I am amending my review.
The company I bought this from connected me to the manufacturer and I was able to talk with
someone in customer service. The tech quickly solved the problem. All I needed was a 30 amp
fuse in the battery circuit. I believe they have left out a crucial piece of information. That info is:
you need to install a 30 amp fuse in the 6 circuit to run anything off the battery. One sentence;
that's it. I am very happy with the service and the care from both Johnson Surplus, the seller,
and the manufacturer;. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Charger does not stay

in bulk charge. From Unfortunately dping some research this is a very common problem. Works
great as a slow charger and a breaker panel but not for the features you are paying for. Doesnt
seem to be any warranty thru amazon either. Not sure why the other reviews are great. This is
my 2nd unit. Both died within 3 charges. So far. Comes with very few installation instructions
but it wasn't hard to figure out how to connect it with some common sense. Casing is plastic
unlike the Elixir. The metal box suffocated the flash fire that melted the wires and blackened the
insides when the breaker didn't trip as it should have. With the plastic box of this item I fear if
the same thing were to happen, the fire would have spread resulting in the loss of my trailer.
That aside, it seems to function well keeping my battery nicely charged. So far, I'm pleased with
the unit. I hesitated between a black and brown case wanting to match what I had before. I opted
for the black which, in my opinion, is a very dark brown, which is what I was looking for. The
converter went in no problem just had to make the insert an inch or so bigger with a saw. The
wiring was easy as the Elixir 30 I was replacing I just did it wire by wire and it was straight
forward. As others have said the instructions in the manual and the cover of the converter are
pretty useless. If you look at the wires and take your time you will understand it better. I havnt
gone anywhere with it yet so time will see. Fingers crossed this unit lasts a long long time. One
person found this helpful. Nice replacement for an ELX, fits in the same place, althought slightly
higher. The reverse battery protection fuse is a nice addition. Ordered the black 35A but got the
brown 40A instead. Note that compared to the ELX, it does require 2 more V breakers according
to the manual, the first is a 30A for the shore power main breaker and the second is a 15A for
the DC converter itself you can shut down the converter and keep the V running. It also means
that even with dual breakers, a maximum of 4 V circuits can be serviced the manual hints that a
5th circuit could be powered from the converter wire, but it doesn't look like a good idea. A few
other points: it hums slightly when operating, but not to the point of being annoying. Actually, it
is, most of the time, less noisy than the ELX, as the fan doesn't run all the time when charging.
Also, the manual doesn't say the 12V negative should be connected to the shore ground, which
is a mustaccording to most electrical codes, as I understand it. I have just installed this unit to
replace a damaged unit in our camping trailer. It was a process of marking all wires as I
removed them from the old unit and reinstalling them into a new unit. It was installed without a
single problem and seems to be working prope
1980 ez go golf cart wiring diagram
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acura coolant
rly. The true test will be out in the field in July when we go camping this summer. Will let you
know how it performs. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
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